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Abstract: An Automatic Network Analyzer System was assembled 
from separate instruments in conjunction with a Basic prog-
ram running on an HP9816 computer to control the instruments 
via HP-IB and to perform the error correction computation. 
' 
The S-parameter and err9r correction theories are also pre-
sented in this paper. In addition, with a time domain convo-
lution program called MAMA, analysis of reflections in the 
time domain is also easily achieved. Using the de-embedding 
feature of MAMA, an undesired connection effect which plagues 
most microwave measurements is removed. The analysis of a 
22-cm cable shows that the ANA system and the programs are 
working well. 
1 
' i . 
1 
. ! 
1. THEORY OF S-P rni~TER MEASUREMENTS 
Networks operating with sufficiently small signals to 
respond in a linear manner, can be completely characterized 
by the parameters measured at the network terminals (ports) 
!) 
without regard to the contents of the network. Once the 
I 
parameters are determined, one can predict the networks' 
behavior in an external enviroment, again without regard to 
specific elements .in the networks. 
S-parameters have been widely used in microwave design 
because they are easier to measure and simpler to deal with 
\/ 
at high frequencies than other parameters. Their conceptual 
simplicity, analytical convenience, and capability of provi-
.,_ 
ding good insight into design problems, enables them to be 
accepted as the meaningful specification of products of 
microwave solid-state manufacturers. 
1.1 TWO-PORT NETWORK THEORY 
Consider the simplest network with only two ports, an 
input port and an output port (fig.l). ·To characterize the 
performance of this network, any complete set of the parame-
ters can be used, each has its own advantages. 
The paramet~r set is related to four variables. Two of 
these variables are the excitation of the network (independ-




the excitation (dependent variables). If the .network • lS 
. I 
represented by two ~oltages v 1 and v 2 as the independent 
variables, the currents I 1 and I 2 tn the network are related 
in the following equations[ 1 ]: 
I1= Y11V1+Y12V2 
I2= Y21V1+Y22V2 
( 1. 1) 
y, · are called the short cir-lJ 
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y-matrix. Note that a linear relationship between the excit-
ation and response is assumed. In the absence of additional \ 
information, one needs to have four measurements to determine 
the four variables or the four entries in they-matrix. For 
instance, y21 , the forward transadmittance can be determined 
with port 2 short circuited: 
Y21=I2 (1.2) 
Vl 
v2=o (output short circuited) 
If all the parameters are determined by similar measure-
ments, the network would then be described. It is important 
I 
to point out that all the parameters sets contain the same 
information about the network. Therefore one set of para-
meters can always be transformed to another. 
1.2 S-PARAMETERS 








i y or z parameters, but this is often difficult to achieve at 
high frequencies due to the lead inductance and capacitance. 
This is true even at RF frequencies. At microwave frequen-
cies, the measurements typically require a tuning stub to 
reflect the open or short circuit conditions to the device 
terminals. But the main difficulty is that a stub may cause 
an active device to oscillate, making the measurement inval-
\ 
. 
id. On the other hand, the measurement of s-parameters is 
usually made with the device embedded between a 50 ohm load 
-
and source, so there is little chance for the device to 
oscillate. 
The scattering parameters have been generalized by 
K.Kurokawa [ 2 ]. These parameters describe the interrelation-
ship of a set of variables (ai,bi). The variables ai and bi 
·are normalized complex voltage waves incident on or reflected 
from the i th port of the network . They are defined in terms 
of the terminal voltage Vi, the terminal current Ii, and an 
arbitary reference impedance Zi, as follows: 
ai=V{+Ziii 
2/ I ReZ i I 
* b V·-Z·I· 
·- l l l 
l-2;rrrez:0 
(1.3) 
where the asterisk denotes 
the complex conjugate. It is 
L> 





Fig. 2. Two-p;,, network shou·ing incident (a., a:) a,id 
reflected (bi, b:) waves used in s-para,neter definitions. 




single value Z0 • 
The wave functions used to define S-parameters for a . ., 
two port network are shown in fig.2. The independent varia-
bles are normalized incident voltages, as follows: 
al=V1+I;i_Zo , incident VI 1 
-
voltage wave on port 1 
- l -
.flo flo ~ 
({. 4) 
a2_V1-I1Zo voltage wave incident on port 2 V. 2 
- l -
--.;rzo 2/Zo Jzo 
Dependent variables b 1 and b 2 are normalized reflected 
voltages: __/ 
-










The linear equations describing the Two-port network are 
then: 
b1=8 11a1+· 8 12a2 
b2=8 21a1+ 8 22a"2 (1.6) 
The S-parameters s 11 , s 22 , s 21 , s 12 are: 
8 22= 
b 11 input reflection coefficient I - port terminated by a matched 
al a~=O sets a 2=0) 
with the output 
load (ZL=Z 0 
b 21 ·output reflection coefficient with the input 
a I = port terminated by a matched load (Zs=Z 0 ) 






forward transmission (insertion) gain with 
the output port terminated in a matched load 
reverse transmission (insertion) gain with 
the input port terminated in a matched load 
8 11= bl - V1/I1-Zo - Z1-Zo - -
al V1/I1+Zo Z1+Zo (1.7) 
J 
Z1= zo l+Sll 
1-Sll (1.8) 
is the input impedance at port 1. 
This bilinear relationship between the reflection coe-
fficient and impedance is the basis of the Smith Chart tran-
smission line calculator. Consequently, the reflection 
\ 
coefficients s 11 (and s 22 can be plotted on the Smith Chart 
\ 
and converted to impedance. Then, one can determine the 
matching networks for optimizing a circuit design . 
• 
One of the important advantages of S-parameters is that 
they are simply gain and reflection coefficients. By compar-
ison to the Y-parameters: the Y-parameter corresponding to 
insertion gain, s21 , is the 'for~ard transadmittance' Y21 
given by equation (1.2). Clearly, insertion gain gives by far 
the ·greater insight into the operation of the network . 
. ' 
Anot~er advantage of S-parameters is the simple rela-




1a1 12=power incitlent on the input of the network 
=power available from a source of impedance Z0 
f~2 1 2=power incident on the output of the netwo~k 
=power reflected from load 
I, 
lb1 12=powe~ reflected from input port of the network 
=power available from a Z0 source minus the power delivered to the input of the network 
jb2 12=power reflected ~em~nating) from the output of the 
network= power incident on the load 
=power that would be delivered to a Z0 load 
Hence S-parameters are simply related to power gain and 
mismatch loss, quantities which are often of more interest 
than the corresponding network voltages: 
1.3 
I 1
2 power reflected from_ the network input 8 11 = power incident on the network input 
Is 12 power reflected from the network output 22 = 
-power incident on the network output 
I 1
2 power delivered to a Z 0 load s21 = - transducer power power available from Z 0 source · d with Z0 loa 
and source 
1s12 12= reverse transducer power gain with Z0 load and s·ource 
' 
NETWORK CALCULATIONS WITH SCATTERING 
c·· 
n<~l p ARAME·.1. \Ct.tt~ 





above, make it easy to perform many network calculations~ 
, 
especially power and power gain calculations. The driving 
point parameters s 11 and s 22 are a measure of the input and 
output mismatch loss, and the transfer parameters s 12 and 
s21 are a measure of the complex insertion gain. 
As dimensionless of gain and reflection),. __ the parameters not 
only give a meaningful physical interpretation of the network 
performance, but also form a natural set of parameters which 
makes the use of signal flow graphs[ 3 ], [BJ extremely simple. 
In a signal flow graph each port is represented by two 
rindes. Node an represents the wave coming into the device at 
port n and bn represents the wave leaving the device at port 
n. The complex scattering coefficients are then represented 
as multipliers on branches connecting the nodes within the 
network and in adjacent network cascades. Fig.3 is the flow 
graph representation of the network of fig.2. 
Fig.3 shows that if the load reflection coefficient fL 
,, 
is zero (ZL =Z 0 ), then ther:e is only one path connecting b 1 
to a 1 . This confirms the definition of s11 : 
By applying the non-touch-
ing 1 oop rule, the net work 
analysis is simplified. 
8 
\ 
bs = Vs ffo 
Zs+ lo 
r Zs - Zo s= Zs+ Zo 
1 
. >-. 
Fig. 3. Flow graph of network of Fig. 2. 
) 
• I 
Using sbattering parameters, flow graphs and the non-touching 
loop rule, [App. AJ] it is easy to calculate the t·ransducer 
power gain with arbitrary load and source. In the following 
equations the load and source are described by their reflec-
,, 
tion coef f icienEs l~ and f;, respectively, referenced to the 
real characteristic impedance Z0 • 
Transducer power gain 
GT= power delivered_,. to the 1 oad 
power available from the source 




Using. the non-touching loop rule (Appendix B): 
b2 _ 8 21 
bs l-S111~-822rL-8 21812iL1~+S11i~822IL 
I s 2 1 I 2 ( 1- I Ls I 2 ) ( 1- I 0, I 2_) _ 
( l-S 11[s) ( l-S2 2 LL) .. :-S21.8 12 IL[~ 
V ,(: -~.r-r- )t 
\ 

















arbitrary and Z5 =Z 0 : 
8 11(l-S22rL)+8 218 12!'L 
l-S22f'L 
(1.16) 
2) Voltage gain with arbitrary source and load impedances 
Av= b2 ( 1 +rL) 
a1(l+S11) (1.17) 
Appendix Al is a table of formulas for calculating many 
. i 
often-used network functions ( power gains, driving point 
I 
characteristics, etc.) in terms of scattering parameters. 
Also included in the table are conversion formulas between 
S-parameters and h-, Y-, and Z-parameters which are other 
parameter sets very often used for specifying transistors.· 
Two important figures of merit, ft and fmax are also given, 
and their relationship to S-param~ters is indicated. 
10 
• 
2. AUTOMATIC NETWORK ANALYZER SYSTEM CONFIGURARTION 
... 
An ~utomatic Network Analyzer system was assembled from 
existing instruments (HP 8410A & HP 8743 A) plus an HP8350 
sweeper with plug-in and supplementary units to form a fully 
automated system. Basic source code was written for an HP9816 
computer that is interconnected to the instrumentation using 
the HPIB that provides program control of the frequency 
sweeping and tuning, Test Unit switching, and, with 12-term 
} 
error correction, conversion and storage of measured data to 
provide a fully error corrected transmission and reflection 
measurement. 
2.1 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM AND BASIC COMPONENTS 
Figure 4 shows the basic system configuration. It con-
sists of a source, test set, receiver instrumentation, an HP 
9816 desktop computer with HP-IB interface, HP-IB accessories 
to automate the instruments, and a program which contains all 
instrument control, computation and error cor~ection rout-
• 1nes. 
€ To improve the accuracy and repeatability of the measu-
rements, a feed-back, phase lock loop is formed so that it 
can achieve an accuracy of frequency within 1 Hz of sev·eral 
gigahertz, thus enabling us to obtai~ very reliable calibra-
, 
tion data for error correction. 
I 
In order to minimize the interaction between the opera-
tor and the system, a scanner ·(Keithley 705) 
11 
(fig.4) is • ins-
. " ' 
.,. 
.. 
_ .. '.:,:,:•-'!~.' ~n ·-...:•··, ·,, .· ;c-, .. ,"",c···f, , ---iJ(·d;?,~, .. ~,··--_,. 
~-
• . .. 
talled to measure the magnitude and phase alternatively. In 
addition, a transistor switch is made to per~orm the function 
of switching the Test Unit transmission and reflection mode 
back and forth via computer control. Reducing the test time 
an~ impr.oving the accuracy is obvious, and it~is ~xpected 
that a broadband measurement ~2-18GHz) capability can be 
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Fig. 4 .Blotk Diagram of the Test Setup 
12 
- I 
// 2.t CJ(: I. k. 





2.2 INSTRUMENT INTERCONNECTION AND FUNCTIONS 
The microwave source includes a phase lock subsystem 
consisting of a frequency counter and a synchronizer. The 
frequency counter reads the YTO (Yttrium-Iron-garnet Tuned 
Oscillator) signal from the rear panel of the sweeper, then 
sends it to the synchronizer. The synchronizer will achieve 
phase lock by comparing the phase of the incoming signal with 
its internal crystal controlled synthesizer and adjusting the 
signal to the precise digit as required. It allows phase 
lo6king of the signal source to any frequency within its 
band (1 Hz resolution). This method improves frequency accu-
racy and repeatability tremendously. It is especially valua-
ble when measuring devices whose magnitude and phase response 
vary rapidly with frequency. Such devices -include crystal 
filters, SAW devices, and long transmission lines. In these 
measurements, a small frequency error can result in signifi-
cant error in the measured parameters. 
The phase lock subsystem also minimizes measurement 
errors due to a characteristic called 'harmonic skip'. This 
error occurs when the receiver selects a different harmonic 
and YTO frequency in the sweeper for the same test frequency ,, 
between calibration and measurement, which causes a random-
ness in mixer transfer characteristic (The output frequency 
"' 
of the sweeper is dow!"} converted b 1r mixing the YTO signal and 










way we sent our signal was from t.he rear panel YTO output 
which increased the unc~rtainty of cotivers~on of the ¥TO 
frequency. However, this phenomena should have been elimina-
... 
ted by this phase lock configuration. 
The Test Set includes a Network Analyzer(HP 8410A) and 
a reflection/transmis.sion test unit (HP 8743A). Basically, 
" I I e . the measurement range is l1m1ted_by the Network Analyzer. In 
this case, the NA should have allowed us to measure up to 
C 
12.5 GHz. In actual measurement, we push the limit to 13 GHz, 
and there is a possibility to push it even higher. 
" 
The Test Unit (8743A) is a combin·ation. of several direc-
tional couplers. A simplified schematic diagram is shown 
below: 
The coaxial switches are mechanical switches for chang-
ing between reflection and transmission mode. But the unit 
also has internal circuitry to permit electronic switching 
with a simple external transistor switch. It is shown on the 
next page. 
in p~t- n -, RF . t ' . ' V j ~ 
~Q..'f2-,~,ce I 
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• ! ' j,1tern,1i' cir·c;_v,7:r~r ! 
r·n the figure at left, 
when point A is shorted, 











Fi~.6 ·Transistor Switch 
The signal digitizer instrumentation is composed of two 
components: The Scanner(K 705) and a ~igita1\yf1trneter(K 195 
. 
A). The scanner mainly does two jobs: to select the pnase and 
rnagni tude measu.rements as required and to . provid-e. an I/0 out-
put to the tran.sistor switch. The DVM on the other hand, dig-
itizes the magnitude and phase data and t~ansfers it to the 
computer. This model can me~sure a voltage range between 100 
·nv to 1000 Volts. Both units are equipped with the HP-IB int-
erface therefore, capable of communicating with the computer . 
3. ERROR CORRECTION FUNDAMENTALS 
There are two categbries of errors involving Network 
s Analyze~ measurements: Random errors and Systematic errors. 
Random errors are due to the noise, temperature drift andr 
'\ 
. 
other physical changes. that can not be repeated and there-
. ' fore, are not measurable within the ~ystem itself. The Sys- , . 
; 
f '. I 
temat1c errors on the other harid, are. repeatable and can be. 
' . 
measured by the system. They include mismatch, leakage, I lSO-
. . 
. lation char~acteristics and frequency response. Since in most 







most significant, our main task to focus on is to eliminate 
L. 
them: 
During the measurement calibration sequence, vector 
(magnitude and phase) error terms are measured and stored. A 
precision load, a short circuit, an open and a through conn-
ection are connected at the measurement plane to quantify the 
different error terms at each frequency point. These system-
atic errors are then removed during measurement sequences as 
the analyzer tunes back to each calibration frequency, mea-
sures the device response, and performs the error correction 
computation. The result is accurate, high resolution magnitu-
de and phase data which is stored on a 3.5'' floppy disk and 
later can be used as the raw data for the MAMA program to do 
the time domain transformation. 
The correction method used here is called Vector Accur-
acy Enhancement Technique (VAET)[ 5 J. For a measurement, the 
' 
objective is to form a perfect system having infinite dynamic 
range, isolation and directivity charecteristics, no imped-
ance mismatches in any part of the test setup, and with flat 
-frequency responce. In p··ractice, this 'perfect' network is 
approached by the magnitude and phase response of known stan-
dard devices in donjunction with a model of the measurement 
system to determine error contributions. Then, ,;:,,>/ the test 
dev,ice is measured an'.a vector mathematics is used to compute 
, '. 
. the actual test response by rem9ving the error terms .. The 




and the accuracy to which the calibration standards are 
knpwn. This is the basic concept of Vector Accuracy Enhance-
ment. 
3.1 SOURCES OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS 
.. 
. The Systematic errors are repeatable terms which, fort-
unately, are the most significant source of measurement ambi-
guities. Since they are predictable effects upon the measured 
data, their effects can be removed to obtain corrected data 
for test device response. These errors are quantified as 
Directivity, Source Match, Isolation, and Tracking (frequency 
response). [SJ 
Effective Directivity --The vector sum of all leakage 
signals appearing at the receiver test input due to the in-
ability of the signal separation device to absolutely separ-,. 
ate incident and reflected waves, as well as residual refle-
ction effects of test cables and adaptors between the signal 
'·' 
separation device and measurement plane. The uncertainty 
contributed by Effectiv~ Directivity is independent of chara-
cteristics of the tes~ device and us~ally produces the major f 
ambiguity factor in reflection measurement. 
Effective Source Match --The vector sum of signals 
appearing at the receiver test input due to inability of the 
source to maintain absolutely cbnstant power at the test 
i 








losses outside the source leveling loop. The uncertai·nty 
contributed by Effective Source Match is dependent upon the 
relationship between the actual input impedance-' of the test 
device and the equivalent match of the source, and is a fac-
tor in both transmission and reflection measurements. 
Effective Load Match --The vector sum of signals appea-
ring at the receiver test input due to the effects of imped-
ance mismatch beween the test device output port and the 
receiver test input. The uncertainty contributed by this is 
dependent upon the relationship between the actual output 
impedance of test device and the effective match of the 
return port, and is a factor in all transmission measurements 
and in reflection me.asurements of 2-ports. 
Isolation --The vector sum of signals appearing at the 
receiver detectors due to crosstalk between the reference and 
test signal paths, including signal leakage across test 
switches and ~ithin both RF and IF sections of the receiver. 
The uncertainty contributed by Isolation is a factor in high 
loss transmission measurements. Removal of the Isolation 
errors can extend the system dynamic range by up to 10 db. 
Tracking --The vector sum of all test setup variations 
.. 
in magnitude and phase frequency response, including signal 
separation devices, test cables and adaptors and variations 
in frequency response betwren the reference and test signal ~ , 
paths. This error is unrel~ed to characteristics of the test 




measurements. These variations are removed completely using 
VAET. 
J 
3.2 ERROR CORRECTION 
; 
The Accuracy Enhancement Technique offers a choice bet-
ween an 8- or a 12-term error model. The 8-term model is best 
applied to high accuracy reflection measurements of 1-port 
devices and to fast transmission measurements on 2-port 
devices where normalization of frequency response errors 
provides significant measurement accuraqy. The 12-term model 
provides full Directivity, Isolation, Source Match, Load 
Match, and Frequency Response vector error correction for 
transmission and reflection measurements of 2-port devices. 
It provides best accuracy but requires all 4 S-parameter 
A. 
measurements of the 2-port device. In our program, the 12-
term model is used. 
Consider a measurement of 
reflection coeficients of some 
unknown J,-port device. For an 
ideal case, the flow graph is 




. S11M =-I 
Incident --





(where s 11m is measured data, and s11A is actual data.) 
If Effective Directivity EDF is included, some of the· 
incident wa·ve doesn't· always reach the unknown. It is seen 
19 
•• 
in fig.a_. Our me·asurement is distorted when the Edf signal 
combines vectorially with the actual reflected signal from 
unknown s11A. 




If Effective Source Match error E5 p is also included in 
the problem, Some of the reflected signal bounces off the 
test port and back to the unknown, adding to the original 
incident signal [I]. 
If we take Tracking (frquency response) error ERF into 
account, we have the signal flow graph shown in fig.10. This 
error is caused by variations in magnitude and phase flatness 
vs frequency between the test and reference signal paths. 
The actual, s11A, and measured, s11m, data are math~ma-
tically related by the following equation: 
,, 
( 3. 1) 








Now, we are to find those three errors by measuring 
(calibrating) the system at the measurement plane using three 
independent standards whose s11A is known at all frequencies. 
) 
The first standard applied is a 'perfect' load which 
makes s11A=O and essentially mea-
I 
sures Effective Directivity. Of 
course, in practice a perfect load 
son 511A•O : 
I 




In our experiment,( we use a precision load. Using a 
\ Ci 
sliding load should give us a better result. ( . 
I 
' 
Next, a short circuit termina-
tion is used to establish the 
first condition for the two eq-
uations to find EsF and ERF· 
The open circuit gives us the 
second condition. Now the values 
of EsF and ERF are computed and 
stored. [App· A2 ] 
(-1)(ERFJ 







.. • A 
(1) (ERF) 








Now we measure the unknown device to obtain v~lues for 
• 











This is the reflection part of 
the a-term model. The equation 
belo~ is solved for s11A: . 
Fig.14 
..., 
For the two-port devices, the same technique can be 
applied with output port term properly terminated. 
Consider the transmission measurement of an unknown two-
port device. The major sources of error are Tracking; Effec-
tive Source Match, Effective Load Match, and Isolation. The 
a-term error model removes the transmission track errors; the 
12-term error model removes them all. 
Fig .15. illustr'ates t·he ideal transmission measurement. 
Transmission coefficient is measured by taking the ratio of 
the incident voltage wave [I] and 
the transmitted wave (T]. Ideall~ 
Incident Transmitted [I] consists on,_ly· of power deli- ao-P-owe-r(-l) ___ __,,S21AI Power(TI 
vered and [TJ consists only of Port Port 
1 2 
/ power emerging at the test device 
output. Fig.15 
Practically, the transmission tracking is measured with 
the test set in the transmission configuration with a thru 
connection. 
In the 12-term error model, the effective source and 
load match are taken into consideration because a small 





measurements. Also, Isolation ExF represents the part of the 
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"-_ LOAD I MATCH MATCH 
I I .. ERF 5 12 PORT PORT 
1 2 
Fig.16 Fig.17 
actually passing through the test device. It is measured with 
the test set in the transmission configuration and fixed 
terminations installed at the points at which the test device 
will be connected. 
FORWARD 
SC, . 
RF IN 1 521A E:rF 
I S22A 
EoF EsF I S11A ELF 
I I •" J"'' 
S11M ERF I S12A I 
I I 
PORT 1 PORT 2 
REVERSE I I 
I S21A I ERR 522M I 
I S22A . I 
ELA I I EsR EoR Fig.18 
S12M I S11A I 







The following are the 12-term error model equations for 
all 4 S-parameters of a 2-port device. They use all forward 
and reverse error terms and measured values which are obtain-
ed by reversing the device manually. All 4 S-parameters need 
to be measured before a full error correction can be done. 
S11A = _ __:=----------------------=--------------:::-
- (S::?tM - ExF)(S12~1 - ExR)E E 
E E LF LR TF TR 
1 + ( s~~,~~R EnR) ( Esa - ELF) 
Sz1A = ___ _.:_· __ ,;..._ _ ..:_ _________________________ =-
1 + ( s 11 '.\t - EDF) E 
E SF RF ( 
s ... ,,r - EnR) 1 + --·E EsR 
RR 
- ( s::?1 '.\I - ExF) (S12'.\f - ExR) E E 







( S::?i~t - ExF)(S12:i.1 - ExR) E E E E LF LR TF TR 
4. SYSTEM OPERATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION AND FLOW GRAPH OF THE PROGRAM 
' 
The operation of this system • lS fairly easy . It is 
intendedto minimize operator intervention as much as possi-
ble~ During the initiallization sequence, the start,. stop and 
the incremental frequencies are requested by the computer for 
operator input. This is virtually aJ.l the information that 
the program requires from the operator. It will then output 
J . prompts to th~- operator of how to install the calibration 
standards, namely the Load, Short, Open and air line, at the 
proper place sequentially. At the end of the calibration 
procedure, a prompt will ask whether one-port or two-port 
... 
measurements are desired. For one hundred frequency points, 
the entire procedure takes about 15 minutes. After the comp-
utation is done, there are several options available (as 
shown in flow graph on the next page) . · 
Here is a simple explanati611_.: DATA LIST -- a tabular 
data output to either printer or CRT. It's a table of freq-
uencies, magnitudes and phase of S-par~meters~ PLOT -- an 
option of plotting various graphics such as Smith chart, 
logrithmic chart, etc. There are some more sophisticated {.; 
graphics available in the MAMA time domain convolution prog-
ram. NEXT MEASUREMENT -- this option enhances the measurement 
repeatability and provides the convenience of not repeating 
the calibration procedure every time in multiple device 














taken if the frequency points match those in the previo~s 
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4.2 OPERATION AND EXAMPLE 
The following is an example of the procedure for a 22-
t;· 
cm transmission line measurement from 2-13 GHz with a 110 MHz 
frequency increment. The results are listed and plotted: 
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The results on the previous pages show that the transm-
ission line, when measured with the twelve-term error model, 
exibits resonable insertion loss (very low) and good phase 
calibration (because the cable itself is a part of the cal-
ibration, therefore, all the phase delay should be eliminated 
at the calibrated plane). The return loss however, presents 
/ 
some problems. It is analyzed in the next chapter which shows 
that with the help of the MAMA program, this problem can be 
'de-embedded' or solved. The s21 magnitude measurement def-
ines the system noise floor. With these data shown in fig.23, 
one can predict with confidence that no major problem exists 
in the system. 
This example performs a functional check on the system. 
For a more detailed examination of the system's characteris-
tics, more thorough measuments are needed. With this system, 
we expect to measure the transition properties of the inter-
connections between·circuit printed board to IC packages, 
connectors, etc. 
5. TIME DOMAIN CONVOLUTION WITH THE MAMA PROGRAM 
I . 
Using Fourier- or z-transformations, one can construct 
a time domain function to represent the same signal that the 
frequency data specifies. To analyze ana design a microwave 
• 
circuit, the frequency domain data is more useful.,But the 
time.domain data on ·the other hand, directly represents the 
wave form and therefore, is more helpful in terms of visual-
32 
' izing reflections. Combining these two representations makes 
the design problem more. easily solved. 
5.1 MAMA PROGRAM 
The MAMA program is a general purpose measurement and 
microwave arialysis program developed by ~ade-it ~ssociates, 
// 
Inc. [ 6 J ,._The program maintains test areas for eight uni ts 
under test and stores data on disk. This allows the user to 
quickly recall previous data to compare with another unit. 
The time domain analysis then allows the de-embedding of 
circuit phenomena from the enviroment eliminating most conn-
ector interface problems ~hich plague the microwave measure-
ments. [ 7 ] In this way, accurate location and characterization 
of defects can be obtained. 
The·program contains some very useful features. Some of 
the most frequently used are explained here. ADD and SUBtract 
allows the de-embedding of a circuit effect from the measured 
data. CAScad~ allows cascading two circuit files to obtain a 
·result identical to two actual circuits cascaded electrical-
ly. DRP shifts the reference plane in frequency to remove,. a 
lumped element in the time domain. There are some interesting 
graphic features which are also included in the program that 
makes the analysis more fun: OVErlay enables the user to draw 
two sets of data on the same figure. MARK gives the ability 
of marking points on the curve and the correspondent charac-




be calculated between two points on the linearized phase 
plot. The following is a list of the commands: 































ADD Time1 to Time2; store in T1me3 
BEGIN AGAIN; allows erasure of all test data 
CASCADE Testfand Test2. store in Test3 
CHANGE [See list of change commands] 
CLASSIFY Frequencies 
CONVERT TO TIME <Tame_Function,Time1.Test1,Start,Stop) 
COPY Time1 to Time2, [Scale factor] 
Subtract Fl frvm F2: store 1n F3 [Frequency data] 
DISPLAY TEST, FREQUENCY, AND TIME AREAS IN USE 
DISPLACE REFERENCE PLANE <Permanent> 
EDIT;, Sarne as CHANGE · 
GETS 'ALL' file produced by ·sAV' command 
lhis HELP section 
INVERTS-Parameter Matrix, Testl 
OVERLAY (implies plott1ng] (Parameter list) 
P~OT <Parameter list> 
Reverse CASCADE <Port 2> Test1 from Test2 into Test3 
PRINT <Parameter" I ist > 
READ <MEA,CAL.TE~,TIH> 
RECONVERT TO FREQUENCY <Testl .Timel> 
REMOVE [set to zero] Time D1 ,D2 
REVERSE Terminals of $-Parameter Matrix, Test1 
Reverse CASCADE <Port 1) Test1 from Test2 into Test3 
SAVES 'ALL' file <All Frequency, Time, a Test Areas) 
SETTING [Displays current settings of s~itch ~eys] SHIFT [move] Time D1(cm) 
SUBTRACT Time1 from ·Time2; store Jn Time3 
Add Ft to F2: store in F3 [Frequency data] 
Te~porary Shift of Reference for S-Parameters 
MRITE <MEA,CAL,TES,TIH> 










This example is to analyze the 22-cm cable data mea-
sured previously. It shows both the time domaih evaluation 
of reflection and how the parameter values of the circuit 
reflection can be extracted. The VSWR shown in fig.23 has a 
.. 
peak exceeding 1.5 at some frequencies. We ~uspect-that mech-
anical disconnection between each measurement sequence and 
adapter and cable mismatches are responsible for the VSWR 
peaks. By extracting this reflection, an equivalent circuit' 
is given. The time domain has helped us not only to display 
the reflection but to determine the equivalent circuit para-
meters. 
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Table 3. is a list of the measured data in dB. The 
return loss at worst is at least 13.3 dB. This is also conf-
irmed in the Smith-chart below. One can see at some points 
the impedance changes are as large as 10 ohms, or a change 
of 20% (corresponding to 1.5 VSWR). 
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· The,~ransmission data the other hand., • ·is quite on 
reasonable. Fig. 25 • the I O·f 8 21 · It 
I that gives gain is seen 
the variation of the I I quite small (within dB). The gain lS .3 
' program also has the ability to plot linerized phase vs f're--
• ' . quency. Th·en using the Group Delay option could automatical--
·1y print out the electrical length. In\ this example however, 
there • is out. no phase delay to be printed 
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The time domain data shown in fig.26 is constructed by 
typing CON IMP to get an impulse response. By using an RLC 
function, an inductance of .3537 nH at 1 cm is given. In the 
b • time do-main the program has detected the inductance and the 
impedance change. 
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An inductance file is read into the memory from the 
' demonstration disk distributed by Made-it Associates. It is 
.. 
a .1 nH inductor embedded with a piece of transmission line 
at 5 cm. By rotating the reference plane to 1 cm and convo-
\ luting to the time domain, the result is overlaid with the 
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Subtracting this theoretical inductance produces the 
time domain plot seen in fig.28. This figure now~has a rather 
large capacitance effect located at 1.8 cm. This capacitance 
is removed by using the Demo file MCAPl which has a theoret-
ical capacitance of .1 pf. The last element parameter to be 
removed is an inductance of .01 nH located at 3.8 cm. 
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After using the same routine to remove the capacitance 
and another inductance, The time domain plot shown in fig.29 
gives the remainder of the reflection after the three ele-
ments are removed. The equivalent circuit is shown in fig.JO. 
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After all of these circuit parameters were removed the 
VSWR was plotted in fig.31. The VSWR was reduced to only 1.4 
maximum. This example demonstrates that by using this techni-
que, one can identify a certain problem existing in the mea-
surement and extract the effect from the measurement with an 
equivalent circuit. It is helpful in understanding the fund-
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· The system is capable of making automatic measurements 
as well as error correction computations. The operation is 
fairly easy and the measurement time is minimized. By 
incorporating the MAMA program into the system, the accuracy 
is improved by subtracting any undesired effects from the 
data set. It is demonstrated from the above work that this 
concept works. The calibration also gives a good error corr-
ected data file. With the various graphic features the MAMA 
program provides, we'll be able to analyze the transitions 
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Al. A List of Some Useful S-Parameter Relationships 






b1 = Su&1 + Sua: 
b2 = s21 a 1 + s22 a 2 
Input reflection coefficient with arbitrary Zt 
, _ + S12S:1rL 
S 11 - Sn 1 - r S:: L 
Output reflection coefficient with arbitrary Z, 
Voltage gain with arbitrary ZL and Z, 






ls11l 2 (1 - JrLI,) 
G = (1 """.'" ls11l2) + 1r1.12 (!s::?l2 -1012> - 2 Re (rLN) 
.1 b' p G . Power available from network Ava1 a ,e ower a1n = ----.-------Power available from source 
T d P G . Power delivered to toad rans ucer ower am = ----. -------Power available from source 
ls::11 2 (1 - 1r sl 2) (1 - !rLl 2) 
GT = I( 1 - Sul's)(l - S:::I' iJ - S1::S21rLr sl 2 
47 
Unilateral Transducer Power Gain (su = 0) 
G _ ls:11 2 (1 - lrsl 1) (I - 1rLl 2) 
Tu - jl - sufsJ 2 11 - s;2rL12 
=GaG1G2 
Go == ls:111 2 
Maximum Unilateral Transducer Power Gain when 
!s 11 I < 1 and ls::~I < l 
G = ]s::1 l:z 
u !CI - !s11 I;:> (1 - ls::lFI 
= Go G1 mu: G:: mu 
"t, 
1 GI ma:s. = ---.,-j -.,..!-., -} - S11. 
. l ., 
I= ' -
This maximum attained for r 5 = s• 11 and r L = s • :::: 
Constant Gain Circles (Unilateral case: s .. = 0) 
~enter of constant gain circle is on line between center 
of Smith Chart and point representing s • 11 
--distance of center of circle from center of Smith Chart: 
t r _ gt ls11 f 
I - } - ls111:: (} -gi) 
-radius of circle: 
where: i = l, 2 
and gi = __ G..;...1- = G1 (1 - ls11I:?) G, ~ .. 
Unilateral Figure of Merit 
u = Is n S: :?,__s.:.;:, !'"""~"""1_,I -~-I ( 1 - lsnl::) (l - ls:21;:)I 










. A2. The Formula Used for Calculating E5 f, Erf 
From the formula: 
For 2 different s11m values we have two equations. 
Solve these equations we have: 
Esf = 8 11mo + 8 11ms- 2Edf 
8 11mo - 8 11ms 
Subscripts sand o indicate a short or calibration. 
A3. Non-Touching Loop Rule 
Define: 
* 1st order loop L(l): Product of branches in closed loop 
following the arrows. 
* 2nd order loop L(2): 
order loops. 
* 3rd order loop L(3): 
order loops. 
Product of two non-touching 1st 
Product of three non-touching 2nd 
·~, :-\ Therefore in the flow g~raph next page, L(l) 1= 1 ss21 1 LS12 · 
L(l) 2=s22 1L, L(l) 3=s11 :~s are 1st order loops. 








Fig. Al. Signal Flow Graph 
Pi: the path (following arrows) from b to a. 
L(l) (i): 1st order 







$ I "Z. 
loop that doesn't touch Pi. 
loop that doesn't touch pi. 
(1) L(2) + ... ] +P2 [1-1- L(I) + L(2) -
( 2) 
L(l) + ... ]+ ..• 
L ( 3) 
a, 
Ser S,i r: J_ 
S, :a. T 
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' b, ,, ' :l 
T=S 11=~8_1_1_(_l_-_8_2_2_r __ L_)_+_s_2_1_r,_L_s_1_2_ 





A4. Source Code Listings of Measurement Program 
• 
,10 AUTOMATED MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM 20 DEG 














40 INTEGER Den~Screena(i:7500) .. Screenp(l:7500) ,Ich~(it 5 0 J? ! M Ed f !< ( 2 <;H;> ) , Ed f y ( 2 <;> <;> ) , Es f ;:~ ( 2 c;H;> ) , Es f y ( 2 <;> <;> ) , Er f ;< ( 2 (> <;> ~ 1 Er f y ( 2 0 0 ~ :z E :< f :< < 2 0 0 ) 5 E !-~ f.-Y ( 2 <J U ) , E t f :< ( 2 CHJ ) " Et f y ( 2 U <J ) " E 1 f }! ( 2 CJ U ) " E 1 f ~ ( 2 U cJ ) " S l. 1 m >~ ( 2 U u J ., S l 1 m ~ ( 2 <J u ) . b · , f D I t 1 S,.., 1 ( " ·· - ~ C ,..., ·1 ( ,..., - • ) S 1 ,-, ( r; • - ) 1 ,..., ( ,..., · - ) SI""\,-, ( ,..., - ·· ' .-; .-, ( " -. - ) r"' 1 1 ' "U r-:i _ r_ • :; _ 1"!)>~ ..::.;U,1
1 
~;:;~_my c;U_U ~ _1 _ ..::.iTi~~- ;~~HJ r-:, :z _ ..:...· ~y r-:,~U!:,'. _ ! ..::...::.~;:_:'·., ..::.~t:l ~ , ;;.;~'( ~<:1/, , w J. : ,·, < ..:.. (J 1) > , S 1 1 y ( ..:.. l) u ) .. S..:.. 1 ,., c. ..:.. u (J ) , .....; ..:.. 1 y < ..:.. c_. u ) .. ;::, 1 ..:.. ,·, < ..:.. CJ u ) ~ -.J 1 ..... y < ..:. u u ) , S..:....:... ,·, ( ..:- u u ) ~ ,_)..:....:.. :I < ..:.. u .J ) 7 q \ D I M X :-~ ( 2 0 (> ) 'J '( y ( 2 ~=~ <) ) 2 F' i a ( ? (H) ) , i=' i p ( 2 (> Q ) .;. X 4 < 5 ) , Y 4 ( 5 ) 8 <J : D I M X _ ( 8 2 4 , 1 t> 1 ) i 1 _ ( c:S , 4 , 1 U 1 ) , Nd e !·~ ( 8 , ..::. , ... :. ) , F c o _ ( 8 ) 9 0 / D I M A ( 1 U 1 ) , B ( (> 1 ) 
1 ()() 11 syn=/ (J 4 -
110 Fcot=7<)7 
12C> So=719 
13<) Scan=7 l 7 
14 <) Vo 1 me= 7 l 6 
150 OUTPUT S0; 11 FIO" 
160 OUTPUT S0~ 11 CW 2 GZ 11 170 INPUT "Do· you wish to calibt-ate this "::>ystem?(Y/.f\l) 1' ,Ql 180 IF Q:t:::: 11 Y II THEN 24<) 
190 IF Q:.t= 11 v II THEN 24<) 2 0 0 I NF' UT II b o you w i sh t o Ll s e t h e c a 1 i b r at i on f i 1 e? < Y / 1\1 ) 11 , Q :t: 2 1 <) I F Q $ = 11 N II THEN Br· an ch 
22(l GOSUB Readfile 
230 GOTO Branch 
240 F'R I t·~T 11 
250 F'R I NT 11 
260 F'R I 1·~T II 
270 F'RINT 
28<) F·F: I NT 
290 F'R I NT 11 
300 F'R I NT 11 
This proqram provides control 
n et ~·Jc- t- k an a 1 i z er l.. 0 n f i q u f" at i O fl N 
i OnS to Opet-ate the system a II 
of an automated" 
F o 1 1 o ~·J i n st t- u c: t. -· 11 
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C' () () 
...J -
C" 1 () 
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c:" ...... 0 
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c:- -:r -
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109<) 1 1 (· .-) 
.. . )(_ 
F'R I t'1T II 
PR I f\JT II 
F·R I NT II 
PRINT II 
F·R I Nl" II 
PRINT 
t est 1 s d on e • Ad j Lt st t h £' Fr e q R Ran g e of t h e 8 4 1 O t'4 11 between 4 • <) - 8 • 0 GHz so that the act Ll a l meas Llt- i n q 11 range will be covered between 2-15 GHz. (The REF n CHAf\.lNEL LEVEL_ pointer· should be in the OPERATE 11 RANGE" 
OUT F·U T 71 7 ~ 11 DO(> 1 X II REMOTE CO NT RO L - - REF L. MD DE ( Scan== 7 1 7 ) PRINT 11 • Connect a Loc.~d to the UNKNOt,.JN port of the 874:-.:;A .. F'RINT 11 connect the other- end of the Load to the TRANS .-, PRINT" RETURN port." F· R I NT 11 then , dept-es s t h e 3 0 dB push butt on of the I f:14 l 3 A . 11 PR I I\IT II Adjust the TEST CHAt'1NEL GAIN to 2<) dB. 11 PRINT 
. . PR I NT II Adjust . the REFERENCE F'LANE EXTEf\lT I ON ct-an k until 11 PRINT II counter- r-eads al 1- zero .. Deprer:5s 180 deg. phase 11 F' R I NT II push butt on and ad _ilt st F· HASE VE F\ t~ I ER t. o ob t a i n a " PRINT II middle r-£.,nge indication. 11 I NF'UT II St cu-t ft- eq uPn c y ( G~·~z ) '"? 11 'J St at-t f IF Startf=O THEN 480 
F' R I t..J T CH R :t ( 1 2 ) 
PR I t,.~ T II f3 TART FREQ • f 1 : 11 ~ St a r- t ·f ~ 11 GHz 11 I. N F'LJ T 11 ~ ~ ? ~ f r· e q Ll en c y < G H ~ ) ? 11 , St op f IF Stop+<.>Star·tf THEN 590 I NF' UT 1 0 p er at i n q i n s i n g 1 e -F ,.- t::;' q u en c y < Y / 1\1 ) ? 11 , (.) :.t IF Q:.t:=: 11 N II THEN 52() 
. Inct-m=O 
Dt:'n == 1 
GOTO 640 
F' R I ~" T II ST D F' F RE Q • f 2 : 11 = S t op + ; 11 G t-1 z 11 I NF· UT " St e p s i z e < G t-1 z ) ':' 1' , I n c t- m IF Incrm=(:) THEN 60() p R I t\J T II I NCR EA t1 Et-~ TA L FREQ • D + : II ; I fl L_ t- Ill ; II G 1--l z II Den=(Stopf-Startf)/Incrm+l ! begining of the calibratior, GOSUB Dataqs 
FOR I=1 TO Den 
ENTEF: Vol ,ne ~ {~$ 
Ed f !< < I ) = 1 <) ···· .. < VAL ( A :.t ) - 1 ) 
ENTER ~Jo 1 me~ A:.t-: 
EdfyCI)=SIN.CVALCA$)/.01)*Edf>:(I) Edfx(I)=C0S(VALCA$)/.(l1)*Edf:<<I) NEXT I 
0 UT F' UT 7 1 7 ~ 11 0 () 4 1 X 11 ~ 
GOSUB Datc:l.qs 
FOR I=l TO Den 
ENTER v101 me= AJ: 
E:<fx(I)=10~'~VAL_(A$)-1) 
F'RINT 
ENTEF, 'v'o 1 me~ A:.t 
E :-~ f y ( I ) == S I r\f ( VAL ( A :t ) / . i) 1 ) "*· E :< f ~{ < I ) E ~< f :·-: ( I ) =CO S ( ~) AL. ( A :.t ) / a <) 1 ) -~· E ~< f :< ( I ) t~EXT I 
OUTF'UT 7l7~ 11 000lX 11 REMOTE CONTROL-- REFL MODE PRINT . 
PRINT II F~.:emo\.1e the Load • 
t h e u I\J r::: 1'-l (] liJ r·~ p O t- t . 11 
ENT E F~ t. o st a 1·- t " 11 , P·, :.t 
Co n n f:.~ c t a Sh or-- t F'R I NT II 
r t-.1 F' l.l T II pt- e s s 
GOf3UB Dataqs 
FOR I= 1 TD Den 
E t,J T E r.:;: 1J o 1 1n P ~ {.; :.1:~ 
S11mx(I)=10~(VAL.(A$)-1) 
ENTEF~ \)o 1 me= A:t-: 
S 1 1 m v ( I ) = S I f\l ( 1,J AL ( A $ ) / • <) l ) -fr.· ~:> l l m :-~ ( I ) S 1 l m :-: ( I ) ==COS ( \/ f-1 L < A :t ) / . 0 1 ) ·i(- S 1 1 ·ff) :< ( I ) NEXT I 
F'RINT 
F'F~ I NT II 
PRINT 11 
I t·~ F' U 1· 11 p t- e s s 
GOSUB Dataqs 
FOR 1=1 TO Den 
Et\J1.ER Vo 1 me= A$ 
S22m>:(l)=10~~cvAL(A$)-1) ENTER Volme~A$ S22myCI)=SIN<VALCA$)/.01)*S22m:<<I) S22m:<(I)=COSCVAL(A$)/.01>*S22m~:CI) t~EXT I 
FOR I=l TO Den 
A >; = S l 1 m >: ( I ) - Ed f !< ( I ) Ay=S11myCI)-Edfy<I) 
51 
open" 
:- ·,.. --! 











1 ,.,- -..::. CJl) 
121 () 
1 ,., '""I -..::. ..::. (J 











1 "':'"I""\ -.,.:,..::. l> 
·1-,....,..-



















1 c:'')() J.._ -
1 c:--:r -,.J . ..:, (_) 
154<) 







































Dny=By-Ay EsfK(l)=((Bx+Ax)*Dnx+(By+Ay)*Dny)/(Dn>:~·2+DnyA2) Esfy(I)=<-<Bx+Ax>*Dny+(By+Ay>*Dn:{)/(DnxA2+Dny~·2) Erfx(I)=2*<(Ay*By-Ax*Bx>*Dnx-(Ax*By+Bx*Ay)*Dny)/(DnxA2+DnyA2) Erfy (I> =2* ( (A}·{*B~-:-Ay*By) *Dny- (Ax*By+B~<*Ay) *Dn:-~) / (Dn:<~···2+Dny'···2> NEXT I 
· PRINT 
F'R I NT " 
F'RINT II 
F·R I NT II 
F'R I NT II 
Trans mi s s i on T t- a c k i n g and Lo ad Match i s meas Lt r- e d 11 
with THRU connection installed. 11 
I NF·UT II F·r es s 
GOSUB Dataqs 
FOR 1=1 TO Den 
Connect a 50 ohm tr-ansmi-ssi on 1 i ne between input 11 
and oLttput ports. 11 
ENTER to start. 11 ,Q$ 
ENTER Volme:A$ Elfx<I>=1C>-~VAL(A$)-1) 
ENTER Volme=A$ Elfy<I>=S1N~VAL(A$)/.01)*Elfx<I> Elfx(I)=COS(VAL(A$)/.01)*Elf:<(I) 
NEXT I 
OU1'F'UT 71 7 = 11 0(>41 X 11 ! TF:ANS MODE GOSUB Dataqs 
FOR I=1 TO Den 
ENTER Volme~A:t 
Etf>c(I)=lo~~~vAL(A$)-1) 
ENTER Vol ine ~ A$ Etfy(I)=SIN~VALCA$)/.01)*Etf}c(I) Etf}c(I)=C0SCVAL(A$)/.01)*Etf:<CI) 
t~EXT I 
~ end of the calibration Star: begining of the measurement T=<) 
Mat-~:: ~t= 11 -1-*o 11 
Br- anch: 
T=T+l 
F'RINT CHR$ ( 12) 
Fit-st measure the S 11, S21. " 
F·R I NT 
F'R I t\JT " 
F'RINT 
F· R I ~~ T " F' u t v o Ll r DU T on t h e t est f i :< t. u re . Conn e c t 11 PR I NT II it to the Ut'.f~<NOWN ~,: TRANS RETURN ports II F' F~ I 1\1 T " C O t- t- E• C t 1 y . 11 
I t-.f F' LJ T II F' res s E hi TE R to st a r t . 11 .. Q $ OUTPUT Sc an; "O(H) 1 X 11 ! REMOTE Cot·..JTF:OL-- REFL. t-10DE GOSUB Dataqs 
FOR 1=1 TO Den 
ENTER Volme:A:t S11mx(I)=10~CVAL(A$)-1) 
ENTER Volme:A:t S11my<I>=SIN<VAL(A$)/.01>*S11mx(I) S11mx<I>=COS<VALCA$)/.Ol>*S11mxCI) NEXT I 
ouTF·ur 71 7. 11 0041 x 11 ! TRANS MODE GOSUB Dataqs 
FOR 1=1 TO Den 





I NF'UT II DO YOU WANT t1EASURE THE S22 S 12? ", F'$ IF < P$= 11 N 11 ) OR ( F'$= 11 n 11 ) THEt\J ·1 962 ' 
PR I NT II Reverse device. 11 PR I NT 11 Nov-J measure the S 12, S22. 11 I NF' UT II F' t- es s ENTER t o st a r t . 11 , Q :.t GOSUB Dataqs 
FOR I=l TO I)en 
ENTER Vo 1 me~ A:1': 
S12mx<I)=10~(VAL(A$)-1) 
ENTER Vo 1 me; A:.t 
S 1 2 my ( I ) = S I N ( VAL_ C A$ ) / . (> 1 ) * S 1 2 rn x ( I ) S12mx(I)=COSCVALCA$)/.01)*S12mxCI) 
NEXT I 
OUTPUT 71 7 ~ 11 00(> 1 X 11 
GOSUB-Dataqs 
























-··· -......- ........... __ .,.. _____ ~··--------··· ·- ------- .... ~ .. -.. ........ - .. -. --··-···· ....... _ ... -.. ..___._ .... ·-- -------..-...-----..--" .. -·---------·- .I ............ C CJ L _ 
1900 FOR I=1 TO Den 1910 ENTER Volme=A$ 1920 S22mx<I>=10~<VAL(A$)-1) 
1930 ENTER Volme:A$ 1 94 <) 82 2 my ( I ) = S I N ( VAL ( A$ ) / • C> 1 > * S 2 2 m H ( I ) 1950 S22mx<I>=C0S(VAL(A$)/.0l)*S22mx<I> 
196(> NEXT I 
1961 GOTO 1967 
1962 FOR I=1 TO Den 1963 S22mx<I)=S11mx(I) 1964 S22my(I)=S11my(I) 
1965 S12my<I>=S21my<I> 1966 S12mx(I)=S21mx(!) 
1967 NEXT I 1 9 7 (> F· R I NT II F' 1 ease w a i t f or- c a 1 c u 1 at i on 11 198<) FOR I=l TO Den 1 9 9 <) A}{ = ( < S 1 1 m ~< < I ) - Ed f ~·~ ( I ) ) ~· Et- f !·~ ( I ) + ( S 1 1 m y < I ) - Ed f y < I ) ) *Er f y ( I ) ) / < Et- f :·~ ( I ) ····. 2 
+Er f y < I ) .. · .. 2) 
. 
. 2 C> O O A y = < - ( S 1 1 m !-~ < I ) - Ed f ~·~ < I > ) *Et- f y ( I ) + < S 11 my < I ) - Ed f y < I ) ) *Er- f !< < I ) ) / < Er f :< < I ) ·· ·. 2+Erfy(l)A2) 
. 2 0 1 O B }{ = < ( S 2 2 m !·: ( I ) - Ed f :< ( I ) ) *Er f ;,{ ( I ) + ( S 2 2 my < I ) - Ed f y ( I ) > *Et- f y < I ) ) / < Et- f :-~ ( I ) .... 2 +Er·f y < I ) ·····2) , 2020 By=<-<S22mx(I)-Edfx(l))*ErfyCI)+CS22my<I>-Edfy(!))*Erfx(l))/CE~f:{(l)'~-2+Erfy (I> ·····2) 2 C> 3 0 C ~{ = ( ( S 2 1 m :·{ ( I ) - E :., f !< ( I ) > *Et ,f !·{ < I ) + < S 21 my ( I ) - E ~< f y ( I ) ) *Et f y ( I ) ) / < Et f ~·~ < I ) ····. 2 +Etfy(I)·····2) 
. 2 O 4 O Cy= ( - ( S 2 1 m }·{ < I ) - E ;.: f ~< < I ) ) *Et f y ( I ) + < S 2 1 my ( I ) - E :< f y < I ) ) *Et f :-: < I > ) / < Et f :< < I ) ·· ·. 2+Etf y <I) ·····2) 2 0 5 0 D :,, :::: ( ( S 1 2 m >~ ( I ) - E >{ f :·~ ( I ) ) ~- Et f :., ( I ) + ( S 1 2 my ( I ) - E >{ f y < I ) ) * Et f y < I ) ) / < E t f :-: ( I ) ····. 2 
+Etf y· (I) ·····2) 2 O 6 O Dy= ( - ( S 1 2 rr, !< ( I ) - E >{ f :< ( I ) ) *Et f y ( I ) + ( S 1 2 my ( I ) - E !< f y ( I ) ) ~-Et f :., ( I ) ) / ( E t f :-{ ( I ) .. · ..
r::'+Etfv (I) ·····2) 
..._ I 2Cl7(> Dn>:=l+Ax*EsfxCI)-Esfy<I>*Ay 2()8(:l Dny=A:<*Esfy(I)+Ay*Esf:<(I) 2 O 9 0 D n :< 1 = 1 + B :·: *Es f :< < I ) - Es f y ( I ) *By 2 1 0 O D n y 1 = B :·: *Es f y < I ) +By* Es f :., < I ) 
2110 Dnx2=Cx*D>:-Cy*DY 2120 Dny2=Cx*Dy+Cy*Dx 2 1 3 0 D n :·{ 3 == E l f :-: < I ) ·· ·· 2-E 1 f y < I ) ····. 2 
2140 Dny3=2*Elfy(I)*Elf:<(I) 2150 Dinox=Dnx*On>{1-Dny*Dnyl+Dny2*Dny3-Dnx2*Dn:-:3 2160 Dinoy=Dn>:*Dny1+Dny*Dnx1-Dnx2*Dny3-Dn>,3*Dny2 2 1 7 0 D i no as= Di no:·; ·· ·. 2 +Di n o v ····. 2 · 2180 Sx=A>t*Dnx1-Ay*Dny1-bnx2*Elfx(I)+Dny2*Elfy(I) 2190 Sy=Ax*Dny1+Ay~·Dnx1-Dnx2*Elfy(I)-Dny2~·Elf:-:(I) 2200 S11>:(I)=(Sx*Dinox+Sy*Dinoy)/Dinoas 221() S11y(l)=(Sy*Dinox-Sx*Dinoy)/Dinoas 2 2 2 <) S:, = B }< * D rn·~ - By* D n y-Dn :., 2 * E 1 f ;.: < I ) + Dn y 2 * E 1 f y ( I ) 2230 sx=Bx*Dny+By*~nx-Dnx2*~lfy(I)~Dny2*ElfxCI) 224() s~2x<I>=(S}t*D1nox+Sy*D1noy)/D1noas 225() S22y(I)=(Sy*Dinox-S>:*Dinoy)/Dinoas 226<:) Dnx4=1+Bx*CEsfx(I)-Elf:<<I))-By*<Esfy(I)-Elfy(I)) 227<) Dny4=By*<Esfx(I)-Elfx(I))+Bx*(Esfy<l>-·Elfy(l)) 2280 Sx=Dn:<4*Cx-Dny4*Cy 2290 Sv=Dnx4*Cy+Dny4*Cx 2300 S~1x(I)=(Sx*Dinox+Sy*Dinoy)/Dinoas 2310 S21y(I)=(Sy*Dino:-,-S:<*Dinoy)/Dinoas 232<) Dnx4=1+A:<*<Esfx{I)-Elfx(I))-Ay*(Esfy(I)-Elfy<I)) 233<) Dny4=Ay* C Esf :< ( l) -:-_Elf>, <I) ) +A:·~-*· ( Esf y <I> -Elf y (I> ) 2340 Sx=Dnx4*Dx-Dny4*DY 
235(> Sy=Dnx4*Dv+Dny4*D>< . . 2360 S12x(I)=(Sx*D1nox+Sy*D1noy)/DJ.noas 2370 S12y(I)=(Sy*Dinox-5>:*Dinoy)/Dinoas 238(> NEXT I 
2381 GOTO 3130 
"-:,-8""' Cb b ...:.....:, ..::. a a: 
2390 F'R I I\IT C~-?R:t ( 1. 2) 
240<) F'R I NT 
2 4 1 c) F· R I NT 
242(> F'R I NT II STORE THE DATA IN DI SI< ACCORD I l\.!G MAMA FORMAT 11 243(> F'R I NT II CHOOSE THE OF'T I Ot\JS LISTED BELO~i.J 11 2440 ON •<EY (> LABEL II S 11 ONLY" GOTO On 1 y 1 245<) ON ~:::Ev 1 LABEL "s21 or'1L Y ,. GOTO on 1 y2 246(> ON •<EY 3 LABEL II S 11 ~,: S21" GOTO On 1 y~ 247<) ON ~(EY 4 LABEL "Al 1 S-!='ARAS" GOTO Alf 1 2480 Qloop:GOTO QloQR, 
2490 Onl yl: Ichki t=l ' 














































..::. ..::. (J 
,..., 7-:r- -
..::. . ..:, (J 
2740 
,..., -, c:- -







.. .. C ),..,8,...., -
- ..... -
,..., 8' -
..::. . ..:, u 
2840 











..::. . ..:, CJ 
294(> 




















._;, ..::. u 
7 1,, 1 . ..:., ~
-,. 1 -,. -
. .:;, . .::, CJ 
3140 
-:r 1 C" -





.... ,..., - -
.. ) ..::. CJ (J 
321<) 
II 
..,. r'\'.,....., ... 







• .:., ..::. ._J () 
...,.,,6 -
. .:., ..::. (J 
.... ,,7-
. .:; • ..::. (J 
..... ,...,8 -
. ::., ..::. ( J 
_...,..., 9 -








Daql:FOR I=l TO Den 
!MTEST=l 
X _ < 1 , 4 , I > = S 1 2 }·{ < I ) 
X ( 1 , 3 , I > =S22!-~ < I 1 y- ( 1 , 4 , I ) =S 12y < I ) y-(1,3,I)=S22y<I> NEXT T 
Daq2:FOR I=l TO Den 
X _ C 1 , 2 , I ) = S 2 1 >~ < I > 
Y < 1 , 2 ., I > =S21 y ( I ) NEXT T 
Daq3:FOR !=1 TD Den X _ ( 1 , 1 , I ) = S 1 1 >! ( I ) 
Y < 1 , 1 , I ) =S 11 y ( I ) NEXT· T 
RETURN 
Daq4:FOR I=l TO Den 











~THIS NUMBER COULD BE CHANGED 
Fco=l ONE OF THE 8 AREAS E}~t~1 . DEVICE#? Num}t=CStopf-Startf)/Incrm+1 I NF'UT 11 ENTER FI LE t'1AME, PLEASE. ", Ls er$ CREATE BDAT Lser$~Numf2,256 ASSIGN @File1 TO Lser$ St11=Startf*1<)0(l St 22=St opf * 1 ()<)<) 
St 3 3 == I n c r m * 1 <) (l <) OUTPUT @File1;Lser$,Ichkit,NLtmx,St11,St22~St33,Ma,Mb,Mc,Fco,E:<t J:::: 1 




OUTPUT @Filel=A <*> ,B <*> J=J+1 
. - -
IF J<Ichkit THEN 3020 IF Cichkit=4) AND CJ=4> THEN 3020 OUTPUT @Filel~END ASSIGN @File1· TD* BEEP 
GOTO 3190 
F' R I NT CH r~ :t < 1 2 ) 
F'RINT 
The calculation is done! The following is a list" of your options for data output. 11 What ' s yo Ll r ch o i c e? 11 
F'R I NT PRINT II 
F'R I NT II 
F'R I t'1T II 
PRINT· 
F'R INT F' R I t~ T " L I ST : Li st t he S-F' a ram et er s on the ":::>ct- e en or pr i n tout on the pap et-
F' R I NT II STORE : I f you w i sh to s a\' e the data on the d i s c accord i n g MA r1A f o t-
F' R I NT " F· LOT : F· 1 o t the data on t he ch at-ts ( S _ch art , .etc . ) 11 ALF'HA 01\J 
GRAF'HICS OFF 
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.. .. ......... - 1 
·-··-··l) 
"':" ":" 1 (") 
.,;, ._:, . 
..,. ..... '""' -
·, ··, .. ( ) 
·- .... -- . 
":" 7 "':" (") 
. .:, . .:, . ._, -
3340 



















.:, ... ) u 
..,.. t::'..., • 
. .:,, ._J ..::. () 
..... c;:- ...... -) 
. .::, '-' . ..::. '-
3540 
..,.. C' c::' -
. .:., ... J ._J () 
-:r c:-6 -
• ..:, ...J () 
..... c:---, -











.. ::. ...J lJ 
3660 
7L--,· 





.... --, "i -
.::., I L () 
~'~(-) 
._, I ·-' -
3740 
......... ~-
.::., I ....J (J 
7"-76" 







. ..::, ..::.U 
..... 8 ..... -
. .:;. -~· () 
3840 








,,) ' (_) 
-9,-, -. 


















ON ~:::EY 4 LABEL "MENT " Go,·o Branch 1 
Ot\l ~<EY 5 LABEL "Cal data STORED" GOTO Cstore ON l(EY 9 LABEL II END" GOTO 6890 Aloop:GOTO Aloop 
Branch 1: OFF •(EY 
F'R I NT ER I S 1 
GOTO Branch 
OFF ERROR 
INPUT "Delete the old cal file?(Y/f:-1) 11 ,Q:t IF Q$= 11 N11 THEN GOTO 3260 
PURGE "Caldata" 
Cs tore: ! 
ON ERROR GOTO 3360 
CREATE BDAT 11 Caldata".1.1.12*Den*8+4(> 
ASSIGN @Realpath TD 11 Laldata 11 
OUTPUT @Realpath;Startf;Stopf;Incrm;Den 






NE X TO~ T F' UT @Re a 1 p at h ;. €.1 f >{ ( I ) ; E l f y ( I ) 
DISP ''The file is stot-ed into the disk. 11 
GOTO 3260 




ON ~:::EY O LABEL 
Of\i ~<E'r' 1 LABEL 
ON ~:::E't' 2 L_ABEL 
ON KE'{ 3 LABEL 
Ot\J ~<EY 4 1._ABEL 
Bloop: C30TD Bl cop 
S 1 1 : GRAF' H I CS ON 
GOSUB App 
FOR I=1 TD Den 
X =S 11 ~< (I) 




f"10VE 8 1 9(> CSIZE '+ 
LDIR 90 
LABEL 11 S 11 II 
11 S11" GOTO S11 
11 S21 11 GOT() S21 
11 S 12 II GOTO S 12 
11 S r.':' ") 11 G O 1· 0 S "'\ ""'I J- ..... j . ... .. ::. ..::. 
" nETUR~~· 1 GOTO 3240 
GSTORE Screena(*) 
, .. 
I N PUT II En t er the date and t i t 1 e of the e ~-: p ' men t . Hi t ENT E F: t o go o ri 11 , F' b :.t 
F'R I NT ER I S 7 0 1 
F·RINT Pb$ 
F'b$= II II 
F·R INTER IS 1 
GCLEAR 
GOSUB Bpp 
GOTO Pi ctLlre 
App: OFF i<EY 
GINIT 
ASSIGN @Rea 1 path TO II S CH{.:1Fi:T 11 
ENTER @Realpath~Screena(+) 
GLOAD Sct-eena < ~- J 
v'IEWF'ORT <), 100*RATI0*9. 1 /9 .. 4, 0., 100 
MOVE 65,.50 




RF'LOT .. A, B 
RETUF.:~-..l 
S22:GOSUB App 





































4 -:r c:- -• ..;, ._J (J 
4360 




















































LABEL 11 822" 
GSTORE Screena(*) INPUT "Enter the date and tit 1 e of the eHp ',nent. Hit ENTER to go on 11 , Fb~t F'RINTER IS 7<)1 
F·R I NT F'b$ 
F'b $= II II 
F·R I NT ER I S 1 
GCLEAR 
GOSUB Bpp 
GOTO F'i cture 
0 
S21:GOSUB App 
·· FOR I=l TO Den 
X = S 2 1 }·: (, I ) 
V=S21y<I> 
GOSUB Dglot 
x~-{ <I>=S..::.lx <I> 
Vy ( I ) =S21 V ( I ) . . .. _ P 1 a < I ) == < S 2 1 :< ( I ) ·· ·· 2 + S 2 1 y ( I ) .. ·· 2 ) · ·· • 5 Pi p < I ) =AT N ( S 2 1 y < I ) / S 2 1 :-: ( I ) ) 
NEXT I 
F' a:f.= 11 821 11 DISP "Hit Cont.to go on." F'AUSE 
GOSUB Bpp 
GOTO F'i cture 
S12:GOSUB App· 
FOR I=l TD Den 
X ::::: S 1 2 :< ( I ) 
Y=S12y(I) 
GOSUB Dplot 
X>, (I)=S12:< (I) 
Vy ( I ) =S 12y ( I ) . . . . P 1 a ( I ) = ( S 1 2 :-: ( I ) ·· ·· 2 + S 1 2 X ( I ) ·· ·- 2 ) ·· ·· • 5 Pip(I)=ATN(S12y(I)/S1L:{(I)) 
NEXT I 
DISP 11 Hit Cont. to go on. 11 
F·AUSE 
F·a:t= 11 S 12 
GOSUB Bpp 
II 
GOTO F· i ct u r e ,,,·. 




M~< 1 =F' i a. ( 1 ) 
t1n 1 =F' i a ( 1 ) 
FOR I =2 TO Dt-~n 
IF M:< 1 >;::::F· i a ( I) THEN 4580 
M :< 1 == F· i a ( I ) 
IF Mn1<:=F'ia(I) THEN 46<)<) 
Mn 1 =F' i a. ( I ) 
NEXT I 
ON ERRCJR GOTO 4490 
M :{ =LG T C M :< 1 ) -*· 1 0 
Mn= LG T ( Mn 1 ) * l c) 
OFF ~<EV 
C$==CHR~; < 255) 8~ 11 ~::: 11 
OUTPUT 2 us I l'~G 11 # ~ V 11 = C:t GINIT .. 
PLOTTER IS 3 ~ II INTERNAL II 
GRAPH I CS Qt,J . 
CS I ZE 6 
LORG 6 
Xod=10C1*MAX(1,RATI0> Y6d=10<)*MAXC1,1/RATI0) 




LABEL t-' c:1$ -
DEG 
LD IR 9(> 
CSIZE 3.5 
M0 1v'E O, Ygd /2 
LABEL 11 Uni,,l i::"\terc::\l Gain 
L.ORG 4 ; 














~ ~ .. "' . 
'"} 
:.:z 
































._J •• ) () 
5140 











C" '"' "":" -
....JL-..:• () 
C:-?4() 
,.J ... _ -




....JL I • 
528<) 
c:;-'"' 9 -
....J L (J 
C"7 - ( 
._J -.:.· () ) 
c-...,.1 -
..J . .::, (J 
C:-7'"' -
....J • .:_, L () 
C" ............ -
...J • .) .::., (J 
c::- ....... 4 -
...., . .::, (J 
C" -:r C" (") 
._J . .:., ...J -
c.--:r , -






















..J ...J ,.:., () 
C" I::" 4 () 
._J ...J -
i:::- c:- C" () 
...J...J...J .. 

















LABEL II Frequency ( GHz ) " VIEWPORT .15*Xgd,.95*Xgd,.15*Ygd,.9*Ygd Xrange==1.31 
Yrange=Mx-Mn 
DH=. 1 
Dy=1 WINDOW 0,1.31,Mn,Mx CLIP OFF 
~OR Dec=O TO 1.30102999566 St=.2 
FOR Unit=l TD 1+B*<Dec·(20.4173794467) STEP St IF Unit>=5 THEN 
St=.5 
GOTO 505<) ELSE 
END IF 
X=Dec+LGT<Unit) IF ABS<INT<l<)AX+.<)1>-1o~·~x><.c)1 THEN I F I NT < 1 0 ····. X / 1 0 • (> 1 ) < > c) AND ABS < I NT ( 1 0 ····. X / 2 0 ) - 1 0 ····. X / 2 0 ) > . 0 l LI NE TYPE LI· GOTO Ccc 
EL.SE 
END IF 
LINE TYF·E 1 
LORG 6 
CSIZE 3 
MOVE X~Mn-Yranoe*.·()1 LABEL us r NG 11 # ·; ~::: 11 ; 1 ()····. x GOTO Ccc 
ELSE 
LI I\IE TYF·E 4 
EI\ID IF Ccc: MOVE X ~ Mn 
CLIF' ON 
DRAW X ~ M:< 
CLIP Of:"F NEXT Unit NEXT Dec 
CLIF' ON 
Ran~e= < t1:·~ -t1n) /25 
AXE~ 2,Range,O,Mn,1,5 AXES 2,Ranqe,1.31,M:{ 7 1,5 LINE TYPE 4 GRID 1,Ranqe*5,C,,Mn 
LI NE TYF'E i 
CL IF' DFF 
FOR Y=Mn TOM:~ STEP Range~-5 CSIZE 3 
LOF~G 8 
MOVE -. <)2, Y IF ABSCM:{)·(1 THEN 
LABEL USING 11 D. DDD 11 ; Y GOTO 5450 
ELSE 
END IF 
LABEL USING 11 #,K 11 ;Y MOVE O,Y 
DRAW 1. 31 ~ Y NEXT Y . 
CLIF· ON 
MOVE LGTCStartf) ~LGT(F'ia(1))*10 F=Startf-Incrm · 
FOR I=l TO Den 
F=F+Incrm 
F·LOT LGTCF) ~LGT(Pia(I))*10 NEXT I . 
D I 8 F· 11 H i t c·o n t . t. 0 g O On 11 
PALJSE 
GSTORE Screena<*> GCLEAR 
Gil\lIT 
ASS I G N @Re a 1 p at h TO II F' H I C ~-I AF, T 11 ENTER @Re a 1 p at h ~ Sc t- e en p ( * ) GL.OAD Screeng<*> VIEWF'ORT 20.~c)+8<)*RATI0/1.C>4,10.90 Q i >~ = 5 0 * 1 5 / ( 1 8 • 7 * l'N T ( M ;-! 1 ) ) . MOVE 67,50 
F'EN -1 
RPLOT X:,:(1)*Qix,Yy(1)*Qix PEN 1 
57 













FOR 1=2 TO Den RPLOT Xx<I>*Qix,Yy<I)*Qi>c NEXT I 




















I NF' UT II Enter the date and t i t 1 e of the e :< p ' men t . 1-1 i t ENTER t o go on 11 , F' b :.t F'RINTER IS 701 
F'RINT F'b$ Pb$= II II 
F·R INTER IS 1 
F'R I NT 
PRINT 
PR I NT II C Lt r re n t de vi c e # i s 1 ( Sc t- e en ) . 1· he de vi c e # f o t- pr i n t er 11 F'R I NT " is 7<) 1 • II 
I NF' UT " W h at ' s yo Ll r ch o i c e? ( 1 / 7 (> 1 ) 11 , D n PRINTER IS Dn 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PR I NT II FREQUENCY S 11 S21 S 12 S "7? If .._ ..... 
592(> F'R I NT 11 MHz AMP ANG AMF' AI\IG AMF' AMF' At\JG" 
5930 F=Startf-Incrm 594<) FOR I=1 TO Den 5950 F=(F+Incrm) 596() J=1 
5970 A=S11x(I) 5980 B=S11y(I) 
ANG 
5990 GOSUB Canq 600(> IMAGE 3X.DDDDD.DDD 11 3X,DDDD.DDD.DDDD.DDD~DDDD.DDD,DDI)D.DDD~DDDD.DDD.DD DD.DDD.DDDD.DDD.DDDD.DDD . . . 
. . 6010 . J=2 . 
6020 A=S21x(I) 
6030 B=S21y(I) 
6040 GOSUB Cang 
605<) J=3 
6060 A=S12>:(I) 
6070 B=S12y<I> 6080 GOSUB Cang 609() J=4 
61<)c) A=S22!·:<I> 
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6 - ...... -. .::,.~(_) 
6 -,•4 · . .::, (J 
6 -:r c:::- -._;,.._Ju 
6:-S60 
6 -:r-,. -._;,I() 












IF A<O At'1D B><) 





OUTPLJT Vo 1 me: 11 DOS 1 l,Jc) X" 
0 UT F' UT Vo 1 me ~ 11 PO A 1 R (> X 11 
OUTPUT Syn; 11 L~:::o 11 
F~EMOTE Fcot 
OUTPUT Fcot: 11 S0M-38(H)E0M 1" 
0 UT F· UT So = " S S 11 : I n c r m ; 11 G Z C LiJ 11 : St a r t f ~ ' 1 G Z 11 REMOTE Syh . 
. . 
0 UT F' UT Syn ; 11 S S 11 : :r n c t- m = " G Z C l>J 11 = St a r t f : 11 G Z 11 OUTPUT Syn ; "1-~< 1 11 • • • GOSUB Check 
OUTF'UT Sc an: "F 1 X 11 
OUTF'UT Sc an i II N 1 C2 X 11 
OUTF'UT Vol me:; 11 QO 1 T3X 11 
TRIGGER Volme 
GOSUB 658<) 
OUTPUT Scan: 11 L.2X 11 OUTPUT Scan: 11 N2C1X 11 
TRIGGER Volme 
GOSUB 658<) 




So; 11 UF'" 
















































OUTF·UT Syn; 11 L~::: 1 11 
GOSUB Chee~: 
OUTPUT Scan; 11 C2N1X 11 
TRIGGER Volme 
GOSLJB 658<) 





OUTF'UT 716; 11 T4G1X 11 
0 UT F'U T 7 1 6 ; 11 B 1 X 11 
GOTO 6750 . 
OUTF'UT Vol me; 11 M 1 X 11 
T==SF'OLL ( Vol me) 
IF BIT<T,3)=0 THEN 659(> 




IF BITCTt,4>=0 THEN 6710 
OUTF·UT Syn; 11 L~<<) 11 
RE,..10TE Fcot 
OUTF'UT Fe ot ~ 11 OM<)" 
OUTF'UT Syn; 11 RS 11 
GOTO 6630 
Tt=SF'OLL <Syn) 
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,~SSIGN @Real.path TO "Cc:lldata" 
ENTER @Realpath;Startf;Stopf; Incrm;Den 
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AUTOMATIC NETWORK ANALYZER 




Abstract: An Automatic Network Analyzer System was assembled 
from separate instruments in conjunction with a Basic prog-
ram running on an HP9816 computer to control the instruments 
via HP-IB and to perform the error correction computation. 
The S-parameter and error correction theories are also pre-
sented in this paper. In addition, w.ith a time domain convo-
lution program called MAMA, analysis of reflections in the 
time domain is also easily achieved. Using the de-embedding 
j 
feature of MAMA, an undesired connection effect which plagues ' 
most microwave measurements is removed. The analysis of a 
22-cm cable shows that the ANA system and the programs are 
working well. 
